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Abstract
Internet continues to be the most communal of all the mass media turning
information content from being scarce to superabundant that is evidenced by
its increase tenfold every five years. A powerful text summarizer can aid
in balancing this overload but generating quality summaries of the target
content thereby reducing time and effort to mine the required information.
The proposed system aims is to develop a Semantic Oriented Abstractive
Summarization to generate abstractive summaries with increased readability
and qualitative content. The contribution of our works are Joint Model
Predicate Sense Disambiguation and Semantic Role Labelling termed as Joint
(PSD+SRL) is proposed to better capture the semantic representation of text.
The content selection involves semantic based content selection and feature
extraction are selected by Genetic Algorithm. The proposed system can be
very useful for the students who want to read a whole book in a short time.
Our experimental study is carried out using DUC, a typical corpus for text
summarization.
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1 Introduction
Text summarization is a popular research area which cannot be sidelined due
to the problem of the unprecedented information overload on the web. There is
a popular saying “We are not starving for data but for drowning in data”. It has
increased the necessity of a more strong and powerful text summarizers. There
is an ardent need for condensation of information from text and that can be
achieved by text summarization by reducing the length of the original text and
delivering only the relevant details to the end user. The text summarization is
commonly of two types; extractive and abstractive. Extractive summarization
intends to extract few sentences from the source document based on some
statistical factors or scores using techniques of statistical analysis [24], various
machine learning techniques [26], sentence extraction [25], and discourse
structures. Extractive summarization usually focuses on sentence extraction
rather than summarization. On the other hand, abstractive summarization
results are more powerful than extractive summarization [32] because they
generate the summary sentences based on their semantic meaning [36]. Hence
this urges to a meaningful summarization task which is more accurate and
coherent than extractive summaries.
Abstractive summarization is one of the primary goals of text summarization research, and of course is its greatest challenges too. It is worth to note
that one of the literature reviews [29] even we conclude that “Abstractive
paradigms will become one of the main challenges to solve” in text summarization. In building an abstractive summarization model, however, it is often
hard to imagine where to begin and how to proceed in order to incorporate
some kind of semantic interpretation of the sources documents to create a
shorter text which contains only the relevant content for the task at hand.
Depending on the type of information being delivered summaries take
five major forms namely: descriptive, evaluative, indicative, informative and
aggregative. A descriptive summary describes both form content of the source
text. An evaluative summary offers a critical response to the source text.
Indicative summaries give abbreviated information on the main topics dealt
in the document. Informative summaries provide digest for full document
retaining the important details while reducing the length of it. Based on these
categorization the applications of Automatic Text Summarization spans across
many major use cases.
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Automatic Text Summarization has proven to be very useful for Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks such as Question Answering, Text
Classification and other related fields of computer science, such as Information Retrieval. Geographical Information Retrieval being considered an
extension of the information retrieval field is also benefited by automatic
text summarization. A lot of attention has been paid to the development of
automatic systems that specifically deals with the retrieval of geographic
information, available in vast amount of unstructured documents in the
Web for which text summarization system comes handy. The generation of
summaries could be seamlessly integrated into these systems by acting as an
intermediate stage, with the purpose of reducing the document length. In this
way, the access time for information searching will be improved, while at the
same time relevant documents will also be retrieved. Recently, Folksonomy
systems also has gained its application in integration with summarization
system.
Capturing Semantic Content [45] is the critical phase of any summarization
framework. Our method which hits the aim of qualitative content selection
and more readable summaries. Since the proposed work deals with Semantic
Oriented methodology, semantic representation of text is built by using a joint
model Markov logic network based semantic role labelling. In this semantic
role labelling has been extensively enforced in text content analysis task such
as, sentiment analysis [17], text retrieval [44], text categorization [39] and
information extraction [9]. The strength of predicate sense disambiguation
and semantic role labelling [43] is joint modelled to present the semantic
representation of the text. Major focus of this work lies in: Enhanced Semantic
Role Labelling using a Joint Model approach.
The Contributions of the proposed work are:
• Generate an abstractive summaries which summarize sections of news
articles with control over content and structure in summaries generated.
• The model constructed for Semantic text representation (Joint Model
of PSD+SRL) achieving enhanced content selection of abstractive
summaries.
• The summary is produced by analyzing the text semantically and even
complex sentences and paragraphs could be summarized effectively.
• The abstractive summarization is produced by analyzing sentences
syntactically and semantically.
• The abstractive summary is produced by the language generator with the
higher Rouge Values.
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Rest of the paper is organized as follows: In 2, discuss the literature survey
pertaining to abstractive summarization. System architecture and details about
the proposed model in described in Section 3. Experimental results are
discussed in Section 4 followed by conclusion and future work in Section 5.

2 Related Works
The literature survey is made of two portions, namely; Structure/Syntactic
based Abstractive Summarization (by using prior knowledge) and semantic based abstractive summarization (by using natural language generation
techniques).
Since the focus of this paper is semantic based abstractive text summarization approach, the following works discuss various advancements made
in this research area.
Munot et al. [37] compared numerous text summarization techniques for
extraordinary sort of programs and recognition for information condensation.
The problem of information overload can be solved using strong textual content summaries of the report that can assist the customers. They have discussed
two main categories of text summarization methods: extractive and abstractive
summarization methods and have supplied a taxonomy of summarization
structures and statistical and linguistic techniques for summarization.
Barros et al. [5] presented a narrative abstractive summarization (NATSUM) method that produces narrative chronologically ordered summary
about a target entity from several news documents related to the same topic.
Consequences suggest that narrative abstractive summary rather than just a
timeline summary offers better applicable data that is generated from the
information found in distinct sources.
Ng et al. [38] proposed ROUGE-WE (ROUGE word embeddings) that permitsto head past surface lexicographic matches, and capture as a substitute the
semantic similarities among words used in a generated summary and a humanwritten model summary. This improved ROUGE-WE metric produces precise
correlations with human checks, measured with the Spearman and Kendall
rank coefficients.
Liu et al. [28] presented an Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR)
framework in which a set of AMR graphs remodeling into a summary graph
through which then the textual content is generated. This framework provides
a structured prediction algorithm that transforms semantic graphs of the input
into a single summary semantic graph.
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Chen et al. [7] proposed an accurate and speedy summarization model
uses a sentence-level policy gradient technique to bridge the nondifferentiable computation between two neural networks in a hierarchical way while
maintaining language fluency.
Liao et al. [27] studied the feasibility of using Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) for multi-document summarization that condenses source
documents to a set of summary graphs following the AMR formalism.
Kallimani et al. [19] discussed various different statistical approaches for
abstractive Summarization in the Telugu language to create abstractive summaries by creating new sentences in the past work of extractive summarization
methods.
Zhang et al. [47] proposed an abstractive cross-language summarization
framework to target language summary by merging multiple bilingual PAS
structures the use of integer linear optimization that tries to maximize the
salience score and the translation high-quality concurrently.
Azmi et al. [3] presented a novel generic abstract summarizer for a single
document in the Arabic language that segments the input text topic wise and
extractive summary for each segment and abstractive summary is generated
by applying rule-based reduction technique.
Saggion et al. [41] discussed various automatic text summarization and
evaluation methods. Automatic text summarization relies on extractive methods that select the most relevant sentences from the collection of original
documents in order to produce a condensed text rendering important pieces
of information.
Khan et al. [23] presented a semantic graph approach that improves graph
ranking algorithm by incorporating PASs semantic similarity and the two kinds
of PAS relationships. Existing graph-based approaches consider sentence
as a vector of words and cannot detect semantically equivalent redundant
sentences, as they mostly rely on a content similarity measure.
Genest et al. [12] work on a framework for abstractive summarization
focusing on a module for text generation. Each sentence of the summary is
generated a document sentence containing a smaller amount of information
and fewer words.
Guo et al. [15] proposed LDA-based Semantic Emotion-Topic
Model(SETM) to enhance the retrieval performance of emotion mining
models in social media that uses statistical-based and graph-based approaches
and also semantically interpret the mining results considering inter-words
relations.
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Bakaev et al. [4] proposed a WUI measurement platform that supports
both code-based and image-based WUI analysis to perform statistical analysis
of the different metrics related to complexity-related subjective evaluations
obtained from 63 human subjects of various nationalities.
Avanija et al. [2] proposed an ontology-based clustering algorithm that
uses semantic similarity measure and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to
optimize the result of annotated documents. This method recovers documents
based on their annotation features and relations using the Jena API and GATE
tool API.
Lexicon based approach called senticircles is used in the system and
sentimental analysis is done at entity-level as well as tweet-level [42]. The
Twitter dataset is used for the sentiment analysis. Co-occurrence patterns
in different tweets are taken into account in senticircles. Senticircles shows
higher efficiency for partial sentences not for the complete context as in our
system.
The sentence similarity measure is used in the system for extractive
summarization [33]. Similarity measure could be used in the semantic analysis
of the sentences for our proposed system. Since the similarity measure shows
the significant improvement in Rouge measure, it could also be used in our
system to avoid cluttering of context in the abstractive summary.
Greenbacker et al. [14] proposed a multimodal model for summarization.
A Multimodal document contains both text and images. Firstly, a semantic
model is constructed using knowledge representation based on objects (concepts) organized by Ontology. Secondly, informational content (concepts) is
rated based on information density metric. The computed metric determines
the relevance of concepts based on completeness of attributes, the count of
relationships with other concepts and the count of expressions showing the
occurrence of concept in the current document. Thirdly, the important concepts
are expressed as sentences. The expressions observed by the parser are stored
in a semantic model for expressing concepts and relationship. The limitation of
this framework which does not employ semantic model for text representation
is dependent on ontology network.
Moawad et al. [35] devised a model which represents the input document
semantically using Rich Semantic Graph (RSG). RSG is an ontology based
representation where the graph nodes are instances of ontology nouns and
verbs. It reduces the generated RSG of the source document to a more
reduced version using by some heuristic rules. Finally, the system generates
the abstractive summary from the reduced rich semantic graph. But the system
is heavily dependent on ontology rules.
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Lloret et al. [30] built a model for generating ultra-concise concept-level
summaries. The system initially converts the input document into its syntactic
representation after lexical analysis. Summary generation is achieved using
language generation tool with the lexical units as the input. This system
lacks semantic representation of text and works on an assumption that all
the sentences are anaphora resolved. Deeper semantics involving word sense
disambiguation is also not incorporated in the model.
Genest et al. [13] proposed a framework for abstractive summarization
which consists of following modules; Information item retrieval, Sentence
generation, Content selection and Summary generation. In Information Item
(INIT) retrieval, first syntactic analysis of text is done. So, an INIT is defined as
a dated and located subject-verb-object triple. In sentence generation module,
a sentence is generated from INIT by using a language generator. The content
selection module ranks the sentences generated from INIT based on average
Document Frequency (DF) score. Finally, a summary generation step accounts
for the planning stage and includes dates and locations for the highly ranked
generated sentences. The Major drawback of this model is that the candidate
Information items are rejected because it fails to generate meaningful and
grammatical sentences. Also, linguistic quality of summaries is very low due
to incorrect parses of the input text.
Khan et al. [21] proposed a framework for abstractive summarization
of multiple documents in the form of semantic representation of the source
documents. Content selection is done by the ranking of the most significant
predicate argument structures. Finally, summary is generated using a language
generation tool. But the system does not handle more detailed semantics in
the summarization approach due to its assumption that the text to be handled
are anaphora resolved and sense disambiguated.
Hou et al. [16] worked on text summarization, based on reader’s understandability about the document which conveys the reader’s efficiency. The
baseline of this method is to find the decision variable for controlling the
optimization problem and text summarizing in the context. The objective
function helps to summarize the high quality of information to reduce the
reading time in critical information. The constraints summarization represents
the mathematical problem such as representation and allocation rule for
context selection.
Karwa et al. [20] proposed a differential evolution algorithm which
summarizes the important sentence in the document from the clustering, to
recall the abstractive information. After that differential evolution algorithm
helps to find the optimal value in large search engine. Cosine similarity
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eliminates the similarity between the same sentence. Fitness function achieves
the compactness in the same clustering and separability in the different
clustering.
Issues under Semantic based abstractive text summarization are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Context of the text not considered
Lacks a model to include an abstract representation for content selection
Semantic representation over syntactic representation of text
Human expert required to construct domain ontology
Manual effort required for framing of heuristics rules
Absence of Predicate Sense Disambiguation (PSD) in summarization
process
• Absence of Anaphora Resolution (AR) in summarization process
By focussing on the above-mentioned issues, semantic oriented abstractive
summarization takes a great leap forward for text understanding phase and the
summary generation phase incorporates the semantics of the content thereby
delivering more meaningful summary. Semantic oriented abstractive summary
is a difficult task because it does not exist an ideal summary for a given
document or set of documents. Thus it renders the task of evaluating the
summary quality as a very ambitious task. The objective of our proposed
system is to implement a Semantic Oriented Abstractive Summarization
System that would generate abstractive summaries of news articles with
semantic rich coherency in content. An efficient summarization approach
is to be implemented by the system incorporating NLP techniques such as
Enhanced Predicate Sense Disambiguation.

3 Proposed System
As shown in Figure 1, the system “Semantic Oriented Abstractive Text Summarizer” is accomplished to generate abstractive summaries maintaining
control over content and structure of the summaries generated. Semantic text
representation (Joint Model of PSD + SRL) is to be used for content selection
of abstractive summary generation. The entire pipeline involved in a summary
generation would be geared towards achieving better quality in the summary
content.
Summarization process would involve major phases such as content
representation, content selection and language generation. The proposed
system “Semantic Oriented Abstractive Summarizer” deals each of the above
mentioned phases with its corresponding techniques required.
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Figure 1 Overall architecture diagram for proposed system.

In contrast the aim of our work is to get coherent and more accurate
summaries semantic representation of text is built using joint model incorporating predicate sense disambiguation and semantic role labelling that results
in increased readability and content selection.
Pre-processing of the input data involves tokenization and segmentation
of input sentences, followed by the parts-of-speech tagging and the sentence
parsing. Pre-processed data is stored in specific format indexed with respect
to each sentence.
Semantic representation of text is obtained by a joint model incorporating predicate sense disambiguation and semantic role labelling. This phase
involves the formulation of observed and hidden predicates for Markov Logic
Network to form the predicate argument structures. Further, an additional level
of processing is executed on the PAS.
The Content selection phase is critical for summary generation, therefore
in this system, it is dealt with deeper analysis. Semantic similarity between
predicate argument structures is computed and built into a similarity matrix.
A type of hierarchical clustering is used to cluster semantically similar
predicate argument structures using the similarity matrix. Feature extraction is
performed, based on the text features extracted from predicate argument structures. The optimal feature weighting helps in allocating weights with respect to
nature and significance of each feature. Natural Language Generation (NLG)
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realizer system is used for generation of summary sentences from high scored
target predicate argument structures.
Figure 1 shows the system architecture depicting the abstractive summarization model.
3.1 Text Pre-Processing
Pre-processing phase is very critical to any system as indicated by a popular
saying “garbage in, garbage out”. In this work, the target document is fed as
input which comprises of a set of sentences pertaining to any topic chosen by
the user. Pre-processing methods applied in this system are (i) Tokenization
and Segmentation (ii) Part-of-speech tagging (iii) Sentence Parsing. Sentence
splitting may seem to be a trivial task in NLP but with the presence of email
addresses, different punctuation marks and unknown abbreviations it may not
seem trivial. Input document is split into sentences and for each sentence its
corresponding attributes that is required for the system is extracted and stored
in a file. The storage structure used in this work is in form of Extensible
Markup Language (XML) files in order to cater to the need of storing details
indexed with its sentence identifier. Figure 2 depicts the pre-processing process
followed in this work.
Algorithm 1 explains each of the above mentioned pre-processing steps
and results are stored as XML files for further modules to act on.

Figure 2 Pre-processing for input text document.
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Algorithm 1: Pre-processing for input text document

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Input: Input Text
Output: POS Tagged words, phrases & Trees
PTB Tokenizer
Initialize: S represent as Sentence
begin
allTokens[ ] ← PTBTokenizer(input text)
wordTokens[ ] ← filterWords(allTokens)
sentences[ ] ← postProcess(allTokens)
for each s in sentences do
store (s, wordTokens)
end
posWords[ ] ← POSTagger(s, wordTokens)
phrases[ ] ← LexicalizedParser(s)
end

3.1.1 Tokenization and segmentation
A fast, rule-primarily based tokenizer implementation, which produces penn
treebank (PTB) style tokenization of english textual content. The tokenization is the process of chunking the given document into meaningful words
or phrases, called tokens. A token is an instance of a sequence of characters
in the given document that are grouped together as useful semantic units for
processing. Typically, tokenization results in chunking of the sentences to
words. Before chunking, punctuations are removed. Sentences are formed
by joining the words with spaces, so, words are chunked by sub-setting
the sentences by spaces. Regular Expression is used for these kinds of
chunking. Altogether, tokenisation results in the list of words in the given
document without punctuations. It is based on the type, after the tokenization
is performed, sentence segmentation is performed. Sentence segmentation
is dividing the running text into sentences. The presence of the punctuation
marks and abbreviation convolutes the task.
3.1.2 Parts of Speech Tagging
Parts of Speech Tagging involves tagging the words with the sentence offset,
word offset and parts-of-speech of the word with other morphological, lexical
and syntactic features. The efficiency of anaphora resolution system depends
on POS tagging phase since the errors during POS tagging propagates down
the resolution phase which will eventually subvert the performance of the
system. For the purpose of POS tagging, Stanford POS tagger is used since it
is easy to use and readily available.
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3.1.3 Sentence parsing
Sentence parsing is the process of analyzing a string of symbols, either in
natural language, computer languages or in data structures to conform the
rules of a formal grammar and to find structural relationships between words
in a sentence. It is the task of recognizing a sentence and assigning a syntactic
structure to it. The most widely used syntactic structure is the parse tree which
can be generated by using some parsing algorithms. These parse trees are
useful in various applications like grammar checking or more importantly it
plays a critical role in the semantic analysis stage. These dependencies show
the importance of a word and how each word is related to different words that
are placed in different positions of the tree.
Figure 3 shows the XML file structure in which the pre-processed data is
written. For each token of a sentence, attributes like lemma, character offset
start-index and end-index, parts-of-speech label and named entity recognition
label would be stored along with sentence ID and token ID.
This form of storage is desired and beneficial because throughout the
implementation it is required to backtrack these attributes and link to its
respective sentence.

Figure 3 Pre-processing – token wise attributes.
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Figure 4 Pre-processing – parse tree and dependency tree.

Figure 4 shows the parse tree and dependency tree for a sample sentence.
Parse tree of a sentence gives a rooted ordered tree structure based on its
syntactic constituents. And a dependency trees depicts the basic dependencies
that exist within the tokens of each sentence.
3.2 Semantic Representation of Text (Joint Model Predicate
Sense Disambiguation + Semantic Role Labelling)
Semantic representation of text is obtained by extracting the predicate argument structures by the process of semantic role labelling. The objective of
semantic role labelling is to determine the syntactic constituents of a sentence
with respect to its predicate and identifing the semantic roles played such
as Agent, Direct and Indirect Object, Temporal marker etc. Primary focus is
on identifying the semantic role between the predicate and arguments. Since
abstractive summarization requires a deeper analysis of text, the proposed
system implements an efficient joint model for semantic role labelling termed
as joint model (PSD+SRL). Motivation behind incorporating predicate sense
disambiguation is from the benefits achieved in the efficiency of SRL task
[6]. This Joint model is achieved through the principles of Markov logic. The
Markov Logic model (MLM) jointly labels and disambiguates all the predicate
senses. Usually sense disambiguation and semantic role labelling is regarded
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Figure 5 Markov logic network.

Algorithm 2: Algorithm for Joint Markov Logic Model

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: Indexed Sentences with POS tagged words, Phrases and Trees
Output: Predicate Argument Structures(PAS)
begin
extract text level local features Fi
generate local formula based on Fi using Equation (1–5)
generate global formula based on Fi using Equation (6–10)
prepare the input data files Ii
Ii ← Evidence files, query files
trigger learning and inference of MLM convert the output data files
end

as two separate tasks performed in isolation. But over recent years, Markov
Logic has become a powerful framework for joint models.
Above Figure 5 depicts that the Markov logic network is comprised of
weighted local and global formula. The following Algorithm 2 discuss the
steps involved in joint Markov modelling for semantic role labelling.
Local Features Category:
Following are the features categories that are extracted which aids in
formulating the local Markov logic network.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Argument Related
Predicate Related
Word and Predicate Related
Argument Related Sense
Predicate Related Sense
Word and Predicate Related Sense
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Figure 6 Evidence file.

Figure 6 shows sample evidences captured from the input document where
each evidence variable has a structure defined.
Weight Computation of Markov Logic Networks
Markov logic network (MLN) is comprised of weighted formula as mentioned
previously. A system called Tuffy [46] which is a scalable Markov logic
Network Inference Engine is used in this work.
Weight learning takes a input evidence file and an MLN program without
weight; it tries to compute the best weights of the local and global MLN rules by
maximizing the likelihood of the evidence file. Tuffy implements the Diagonal
Newton discriminative learner which uses inverse of the diagonalized Hessian
as described by Lowd et al. [31]. If weights are fed while learning, Tuffy would
ignore and continue the process of finding the optimal weights.
Figure 7 shows sample weight values during the execution set of iterations.
These weights influences the final probabilities of the various predicate and
argument labelling.
As mentioned earlier local formula are considered as observed predicates
and global formula are considered as hidden predicates.
Observed Predicates
Following are the observed predicates which form the local formula of
Markov Logic Network.
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Figure 7 Weights of markov logic network.

• Predicate in Equation (1) states the rule with lemma of the sentence and
it simplied predicate is has Role(p, a) which indicates that the token at
position “a” is an argument of the predicate at position “p”.
lemma(p, +l1 )Λlemma(a, +l2 ) =⇒ has Role(p, a)

(1)

• Predicate in Equation (2) states the rule with position of the sentence in
which role(p,a,r) indicates that the token “a” plays a semantic role “r”
with respect to the token “p”.
position(p, a, +p0 ) =⇒ role(p, a, +r)

(2)

• Predicate in Equation (3) states the rule with dependency path of the
sentence having the same predicaterole (p,a, +r).
depP ath(p, a, +d) =⇒ role(p, a, +r)

(3)

• Predicate in Equations (4) and (5) states the rule with word sense
candidate of the sentence in which wsdCand (w, + tw ) states that current
word “w” has the POS tag “tw ”.
wsdCand(w, +tw )Λ lemma(w, +lw )Λ lemma(1, +l1 )
=⇒ sense(w, +s)

(4)
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Figure 8 Local markov logic network.

wsdCand(w, +tw )Λ lemma(w, +lw )Λ lemma(1, +ln )
=⇒ sense(w, +s)

(5)

Figure 8 shows the observed predicates along with the weights assigned to
each predicate which is collectively termed as Local Markov Logic Network.
Hidden Predicates
Predicate in Equations (6) to (10) states the rule with argument, predicate,
sense and role.
role(p, a, r1 )Λr1 = r2 =⇒  role(p, a, r2 )

(6)

sense(p, s1 )Λs1 = S2 =⇒ sense(p, r2 )

(7)

role(p, a1 , r)Λmod(r)Λa1 = a2 =⇒ role(p, a2 , r)

(8)

lemma(p, +l)Λppos(a, +p)ΛhasRole(p, a) =⇒ sense(p, +f )

(9)

lemma(p, +l)Λrole(p, a, +r) =⇒ sense(p, +s)

(10)

Figure 9 shows the hidden predicates along with the weights assigned to
each predicate which is collectively termed as Global Markov Logic Network.
Figure 10 shows the execution of Tuffy system which grounds the atoms,
partitions the data, infers and learns followed by publishing the probabilities
of each predicate.
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Figure 9 Global markov logic network.

Figure 10 Joint semantic role labelling.

3.3 Processing of Predicate Argument Structures
Once the predicate argument structures are obtained, second level of processing has to be applied. This process involves splitting the PAS, removal of
stop words and extracting the root word of the token using porter stemming
algorithm [40]. POS tagger [8] is used for retrieve part of speech. Named
entity recognition details, if applicable, is extracted for each token. Figure 11
shows the processing of PAS.
Algorithm 3 below discuss about the processing of PAS and results of
processing is stored as XML file.
Figure 12 displays the XML file of the processed predicate argument
structures each labelled with PAS ID.
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Figure 11 Processing of PAS.

Algorithm 3: Algorithm for processing of Predicate Argument
Structures
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Input: Predicate Argument Structures (PAS)
Output: Processed Predicate Argument Structures
begin
for each PAS do
remove StopWords(PAS[i])
end
for each PAS do
porterStemming(PAS)
end
retrieve parts of speech tagged PAS
for each PAS do
entityLabel ← CRFClassifier(PAS[i])
end
end
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Figure 12 Processed PAS XML file.

3.4 Semantic Based Content Selection
3.4.1 Semantic similarity matrix computation
As in [21] semantic similarity matrix computation module aims at building
a matrix of semantic similarity scores for each pair of predicate argument
structure. Jiang’s measure is used to compute the semantic similarities [18].
Figure 13 shows the process flow of semantic similarity matrix computation
phase.
Equation (11) below is the Jiang Similarity measure which finds the
similarity between two concepts.
Jiang’s Similarity Measure:
Jiangdist (Cl, C2) = IC(C1) + IC(C2) − 2IC(Iso(C1, C2))

(11)

where,
IC(C) = − log P (C)
P (C) = F req(C)/N
Jiang’s measure uses WordNet to compute the least common subsequence (lso)
then determines the information content IC. Information content is computed
by retrieving the probability of concept occurrence in the text corpus and
quantified as in Equation (11).
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Figure 13 Semantic similarity matrix computation.

Algorithm 4: Jiang’s Measure for relatedness of PAS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Input: Processed PAS
Output: Matrix of Semantic Similar Scores
begin
foreach PAS k of sentence si do
foreach PAS l of sentence sj do
compute Jiang similarity score using Equation (12)
compute predicates using Equation (13)
Find temporal argument using Equation (14) and Equation (15)
calculate final score using Equation (16)
end
end
end

Algorithm 4 above describes the steps to be followed to compute and build
semantic similarity matrix.
Equation (12) is the similarity score between arguments, Equation (13)
is the similarity score between predicates, Equations (14) and (15) is the
similarity score between temporal and location and finally Equation (16) is
the final similarity score.
simarg (vik , vjl ) = sim(A0i , A0j ) + sim(A1i , A1j )
+ sim(A2i , A2j )
simp (vik , vjl ) = sim(Pi , Pj )
simtmp (vik , vjl ) = sim(T mpi , T mpj )
simloc (vik , vjl ) = sim(Loci , Locj )
sim(vik , vjl ) = simp (vik , vjl ) + simarg (vik , vjl )
+ simloc (vik , vjl ) + simtmp (vik , vjl )

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

Figure 14 below displays the PAS semantic similarity matrix which
is result of normalized results obtained by a scaling factor of e−asim(vik,vjl)
as in [1].
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Figure 14 PAS semantic similarity matrix.

3.4.2 Clustering semantically similar PAS
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering is well-known technique in the hierarchical clustering techniques. Of the several linkage methods available in
clustering algorithms, it was found that the average linkage method is the
best for document clustering. Therefore this work also uses average linkage
method to find the similarity between the old cluster and newly formed cluster.
This module takes the semantic similarity matrix as input in which the value
at position (i,j) is the similarity score between ith and jth predicate argument
structures. Since in hierarchical clustering each element is assumed to be a
cluster initially, value at position (i,j) would be considered as a single cluster.
Figure 15 depicts the process flow of Agglomerative clustering in which
the compression rate mentioned is the limiting point specified to cut the
dendrogram.
Algorithm 5 below details about the agglomerative clustering of predicate
argument structures using a compression rate of 20%. Average Linkage
measure is given in Equation (17).
D(c1 , c2 ) =

1 1  
D(x1 , x2 )
c1 c2 x c x c
1

1

2

(17)

2

where, C1 , C2 – Clusters, X1 – New cluster, X2 – Original Cluster
Figure 16 shows the dendrogram details along with its distance scores.
Cluster numbers in figure below is the PAS number that has to be merged into
clusters.
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Figure 15 Agglomerative clustering for PAS.

Algorithm 5: Agglomerative Clustering of PAS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: Semantically Similar Matrix (SSM)
Output: Clusters of Similar PAS
Initialize:
C1 , C2 are represented as clusters
begin
merge C1 , C2
update SSM calculation of step 4
compute similarity between X1 and X2 using Equation (17)
continue until achieve compression rate of summary
end

3.4.3 PAS based feature extraction
PAS based feature extraction aims at extracting ten distinguishing features
from PAS and input document. This forms a vector of size ten for each PAS
and the final score will be based on these features. Algorithm 6 below details
about the feature extraction process.
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Figure 16 Hierarchical clustering of PAS similarity matrix.

Algorithm 6: PAS based Feature Extraction

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: Clusters of Similar PAS and input document
Output: P for each PAS
begin
foreach ci ∈ c do
foreach P AS k in ci do
extract Fi , where i=1,2,. . . ,n
build feature vector P = (PF i ) using Equation (18 to 27)
end
end
end

Equation (18) is the title feature which is determined by counting the
number of matched words in both the predicate argument structures and the
document title.
No: of title words in PAS
PF 1 =
(18)
No: of words in document title
Equation (19) is the Length of the predicate argument structure in which
the normalized length of PAS is calculated.
PF 2 =

No: of words occuring in PAS
No: of words occuring in longest PAS

(19)

Equation (20) is the PAS-PAS similarity in which the similarity score for
each pair of PAS is obtained and then ratio of the sum of similarities with all
PAS over maximum similarity is calculated.

sim(Pi , Pj )

(20)
PF 3 =
M ax sim(P i, P j)
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Equation (21) computes the position of predicate argument structure
indicating its importance.
PF 4 =

Len(doc) − pos(PAS) + 1
Len(doc)

(21)

Equation (22) computes the proper nouns since more number of proper
nouns is considered significant for inclusion in summary generation.
PF 5 =

No : of proper nouns in PAS
Len(PAS)

(22)

Equation (23) extracts the numerical data such as number of people killed
etc. for inclusion in summary generation.
PF 6 =

No : of numerical data in PAS
Len(PAS)

(23)

Equation (24) extracts the nouns and verbs in the predicate argument
structures.
Total no : of nouns verbs in PAS
PF 7 =
(24)
Len(PAS)
Equation (25) extracts the temporal feature in PAS.
PF 8 =

No : of temporal info in PAS
Len(PAS)

(25)

Equation (26) extracts the frequent semantic term to learn the terms that
reflect the topic of the document.
PF 9 =

No : of freq semantic terms in PAS
Max(No : of freq semantic terms in PAS)

(26)

Equation (27) extracts semantic term weights obtained via term frequency.
i=1
Wi (P )
k
PF 10 =
(27)
i=1
M ax k Wi (P )
where,
N
ni
Figure 17 displays the XML file of ten feature values indexed with PAS ID.
These feature values will be used to compute the final PAS score after the
execution of optimal feature weighting module.
Wi = T fi × log
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Figure 17 PAS based features.

3.4.4 Optimal feature weighting
In text summarization the quality of summaries are sensitive to text features.
But, not all features have the same significance so there is a need to assign
weights for each feature reflecting its importance.
Figure 18 shows the process flow of optimal feature weighting whose
output gives the final PAS score.
Algorithm 7 below describes the steps for optimal feature weighting using
Genetic Algorithm. The fitness value for each individual is
count(m−gram)

S {Ref Summaries}gramn S
F (x) = 
(28)
count(gram)
S {Ref Summaries}gramn S
According to genetic algorithm first step is to create the initial population
which are randomly selected unique individuals. The values chosen fall within
the range of 0 to 1. Each individual represents the weights of features in
form of (w1,w2,w3,. . . ,w10). Using the fitness score individuals would be
selected as target individuals. Figure 19 below shows the values of target
population.
Mutation operator to build the donor individuals are computed using
Equation (29) as follows:
Mutation operator
donor individual = targetrand 1 + F {targetrand 2 − targetrand 3 } (29)
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Figure 18 Optimal feature weighting.

Algorithm 7: Genetic Algorithm for Optimal Feature Weighting

1
2
3
4

5
6

Input: Clusters of PAS
Output: Optimal Feature Weighting
begin
generate random individual weights of features wj , where j=1,2,. . . ,10
compute the fitness value F(x) using Equation (28)
perform cross over and mutation operations using Equation (29) and
Equation (30)
continue until achieve termination criteria
end

Crossover operator to build the trial individuals are computed using
Equation (30) and the constants such as Mutation scale factor and
crossover constant are computed using Equation (31) and Equation (32)
as follows:
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Figure 19 Target population.

Crossover operator
trial individual =

⎧
⎪
⎨donor individual
⎪
⎩
target individual

Mutation scale factor

0.1 + 0.9 × rand(0, 1)
F =
F

if rand(0, 1)
≤ −Corj == jrand
otherwise

if rand(0, 1) < 0.1
otherwise

(30)

(31)

Crossover constant


rand(0.1) if rand(0, 1) ≤ 0.1
C=
C
otherwise

(32)

Algorithm 8 below discuss the steps in computation of final score for each
PAS. Compute the score for all the Predicate argument structures of each
cluster using Equation (33).
Score(Pi ) =

10

k=1

Wk × PFk (Pi )

(33)
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Algorithm 8: Computation of PAS score

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: Optimal Feature Weighting
Output: Top Ranked PAS
begin
foreach ci in c do
foreach PAS k in ci do
compute the score of PAS using Equation (33)
return T-Score (Pi )
end
end
end

Figure 20 Donor population.

Figure 20 shows the values of donor individuals obtained via Mutation
process.
Figure 21 shows the values of trial individuals obtained via Crossover
process.
Figure 22 shows optimal feature weights obtained as a result of several
iterative mutation and crossover process executions. Higher the feature value
the more important that particular feature is to each PAS.
Figure 23 shows the final scores for each PAS which indicates its significance to the summary generation. Top scored PAS would be stored to be
processed as source to the language generation module.
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Figure 21 Trial population.

Figure 22 Optimal feature weights.

3.5 Target Language Generation
Language Generation module demonstrates how the argument and predicates
are combined, transformed and realized as summary sentences. In this work
SimpleNLG [29, 11] is used to generate summary sentences from predicate
argument structures.
SimpleNLG is an English realization engine which provides interface to
produce syntactical structures and then transform those into sentences using
naive grammar rules. This engine has a good coverage of English morphology,
syntax and it is also robust. Algorithm 9 below details about the steps to be
followed to generate the target summary.
Figure 24 displays the final target semantic oriented abstractive summary
of the input document which is an article about social news.
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Figure 23 Final PAS score.

Algorithm 9: Language Generation using SimpleNLG Realiser

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Input: Top Ranked Predicate Argument Structures(PAS)
Output: Summary Sentences formed from PAS
Initialize: constituent 1= lexical item, constituent 2= phrasal item
begin
Coherence Check
foreach PAS ID do
re-arrange based on the position PAS
store the rearranged sentences as step 5
end
end
begin
SimpleNLG Realiser
compute feature set 1 from constituent 1
compute feature set 2 from constituent 2
combine step 11 and step 12
pass step 13 lineariser
summaryString[] ← realized string
end

4 Experimental Evaluation and Discussion
4.1 Dataset
Benchmark dataset used for the entire proposed system i.e. for evaluating the
summarization performance is DUC 2002 [10].
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Figure 24 Semantic oriented abstractive summary.

4.2 Experimental Setup
For the purpose of experimental setup, our work is implemented in Java
language using Eclipse IDE (Luna 64bit). Intermediate outputs are stored
partially in database and partially as files.
Tuffy 0.3 [46] system is used as the Markov Engine in this work. PostgreSQL 8.4 is the database that supports the functioning of Tuffy system.
Apart from the standalone system, primary storage structure followed in this
system is XML file format.
4.3 Test Cases
The test cases identified so far are tabulated below along with the expected
output in Table 1.
4.4 Evaluation Metrics
Evaluation of the above work is Performance Evaluation of Abstractive
Summarization. Intrinsic Content Evaluation of abstractive summarization is
examined to focus Co-selection measures and Content based measures. Pyramid Score, Average Precision and Longest Common Subsequence measures
the Abstractive Summarization system. The following are the metrics used for
evaluation. Further details on these metrics is provided in [21, 34]
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Table 1 Test cases
Test
Case ID
TC 1

Test Case
Validate the module
when Undefined Rule
Variable is used in
Observable Predicate
Formulation is fed as
input
Validate the module
when Undefined Rule
Variable is used in
Hidden Predicate
Formulation
Validate the module
when Undefined Query
is fed as input

Event
Markov Logic Networks
and Evidence files are fed
into the system along
with the query

Expected Behavior
An error message
stating “An unknown
predicate name:
QueryVariable” would
be displayed

Markov Logic Networks
and Evidence files are fed
into the system along
with the query

TC 4

Validate the module
when Special
characters are fed as
input

TC 5

Validate Clustering of
PAS when Empty
Similarity Matrix (i.e.
N=0) is fed as input

TC 6

Validate Clustering of
PAS when the Order of
Similarity Matrix are
unequal (i.e. N!=N in
N × N matrix)
Validate the selection
of Population to ensure
Uniqueness of samples
in Donor ndividuals

Predicate Argument
Structures (PAS)
pre-processed and fed
into Content Selection
System (Semantic
Similarity Matrix
Computation)
N × N similarity matrix
with compression rate of
summary fed into
Hierarchical Clustering
System
N × N similarity matrix
with compression rate of
summary fed into
Hierarchical Clustering
System
Target Individuals
selected, Fitness value
defined followed by
selection of Donor
Individuals by Mutation
Process
Top scored PAS are fed
into the Language
Generation System and
Syntactic Constituents
are defined

An error message
stating “An unknown
predicate name:
Predicate-Variable”
would be displayed
An error message
stating “An unknown
predicate name:
QueryVariable” would
be displayed
A message stating
“Special Characters are
not allowed” would be
displayed

TC 2

TC 3

TC 7

TC 8

Validate Realization of
Sentences from PAS

Markov Logic Networks
and Evidence files are fed
into the system along
with the query

An error message
stating “Number of
items must be greater
than zero” would be
displayed
An error message
stating “Distance
Matrix must be a square
matrix” would be
displayed
A message stating
“Sample already picked
under Target Individual
Set” would be displayed

Well-formed sentences
from the respective PAS
are to be stored
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a) Pyramid Score:
Captures different sentences in summaries that uses different words but
express similar meaning as per Equation (34).
Total Peer SCUs Weight
Average SCU in the Model Summary

where, Total SCU weight: D = ni=1 i ∗ Di
Pyramid Score =

(34)

b) Average Precision:
Measures the degree of match between system generated summaries and
model summaries as per Equation (35).
Avg.Precision =

Number of Model SCUs expressed in Peer Summary
Average SCU in the Peer Summary
(35)

c) Longest Common Subsequence (ROUGE-L):
Evaluates based on length of the longest common subsequence between
system summary and model summary as per Equation (36).
lcs(Seqsystem, Seqhuman )
length(Seqsystem ) + length(Seqhuman ) − d(Seqsystem /Seqhuman )
=
2
(36)
4.5 Comparison Result
The proposed system is tested with different standard datasets. The datasets
that are chosen for testing are DUC2002, DUC2003, DUC2004. Rouge values
for unigram, bigram, and n-gram for the chosen datasets are shown in the
Table 2.
Table 2 Overall results for standard datasets
R1 P

R1 R

R1 F

R2 P

R2 R

R2 F

RL P

RL R

RL F

DUC 2002 0.4184 0.6087 0.4959 0.2416 0.3673 0.2915 0.3861 0.5652 0.4294
DUC 2003 0.3987 0.5961 0.4778 0.3451 0.3267 0.3356 0.3521 0.5891 0.3967
DUC 2004 0.4333 0.6123 0.5075 0.3491

0.352

0.3505 0.4121 0.6951 0.4657
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4.5.1 Comparison with Baseline System for Abstractive
Summarization
The proposed system semantic oriented abstractive summarization have been
compared with existing systems and the results have been tabulated below.
Table 3 shows the results recorded for comparative analysis of proposed semantic oriented abstractive summarizer with baseline summarization
systems and model summaries evaluated with DUC 2002 dataset. Various
combinations of the proposed system is analysed against the baseline system
[21] with and without genetic algorithm. Best automatic summarization
system and average automatic summarization system in DUC 2002 is also
used for comparison. The proposed method has an average precision on 0.73
for Abs GA JSRL, which is better than the baseline method which has an
average precision of 0.68 for Abs GA SRL.
Figure 25 illustrates the comparative analysis of the proposed system in
which it is observed that proposed system’s version Abs GA JSRL performs
similar to baseline system Abs GA SRL in terms of pyramid score performance.ProposedAbs GA JSRL achieves the better performance than the other
combination and this signifies that the system has tried to capture the summary
content with the model summaries.
When comparison is made with the proposed and baseline system both
incorporating genetic algorithm, proposed system still performs better due
to the fact the Joint SRL out performs the trivial SRL process. The same
is evident in the results of Abs SRL and Abs JSRL. In Sem-Graph system
analyzing the semantic graph of the given input text with PageRank Algorithm
and Maximum Marginal References, abstractive summary is produced. In
Sem-Graph System, Word importance and Noun-Pronoun Matching are not
taken into account. Moreover, Analysis of words using Parts-of-Speech tag
Table 3 Comparison analysis of semantic oriented abstractive summarizer
System Under
Comparison
Model Name
Pyramid Score
Average Precision
Baseline System [22]
Sem-Graph
0.5247
0.72
Abs GA SRL
0.5376
0.68
Baseline System [21]
Abs SRL
0.2841
0.47
Baseline System [3]
ATS
0.5326
0.69
Baseline System [23]
Sem-graph-both-rel
0.5214
0.72
Proposed
Abs GA JSRL
0.6451
0.73
System
Abs JSRL
0.4301
0.47
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Figure 25 Comparative Analysis of abstractive Summarizer.

gives furthermore additional clarity in summarization creation. In Semgraph-both-rel system works on multi-document Abstractive Summarization
using ranking algorithm for PAS performs precision of 0.72. In Arabic text
summarizer (ATS) for single document using RST, abstractive summary is
produced. These systems are compared with our proposed system, using
average precision of 0.73 and pyramid score is 0.6451.
4.6 Discussion
We live in an era of heterogeneous and expeditious information overload.
This in turn demands advanced techniques to find meaningful data in a
condensed form which saves time and effort. Text Summarization has become
an important and timely tool for aiding a user to quickly understand large
volume of information. Abstractive summarization’s core functionality lies in
its content and structure quality.
Furthermore, Semantic Oriented Abstractive Summarization takes a great
leap forward when comparing to syntactic abstractive summarization, since
source text understanding phase and the summary generation phase incorporates the semantics of the content thereby delivering more meaningful
summary.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work
Thus the Semantic Oriented Abstractive Summarizer is successfully developed. This system is able to generate abstractive summaries thereby exhibiting
control over content and structure of the summaries generated. Semantic
Representation of text is obtained via Joint Model (PSD+SRL) Semantic Role
Labelling for content selection. Thus, this system has shown the feasibility
of automatic abstractive summarization system can be incorporated by boosting the accuracy of summarization process. Additionally complex language
generation techniques, such as information fusion, sentence compression and
reformulation can still improve the target language process.
The proposed system can be modeled into domain specific such as medical
records summarizer. Moreover, The system can be modeled with speech
recognition system for summarizing lengthy orations. Search engines could
use the system for summarizing the contents available for results.
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